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Unit 1.2 – Stenter, brief Job/role description and career
progression.
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UNIT 1.1: General process flow in textile industry

Process flow in textile industry represents an algorithm, workflow or process, showing the steps which
are necessary for any textile industry. Before moving to general process flow it is important for us to
understand the needs of Textile Processing.

Loom state grey fabric does not have
Ø
?Aesthetic look and appearance , Luster
Ø
?Required shade or design the way we want
Ø
?The hand-feel / softness
Ø
?wearing comfort / moisture absorbency
Ø
?Specific Functional properties( e.g. water repellent ,

anti-bacterial , Easy to iron)

Figure 1.1 Why textile processing
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To Overcome The Grey Fabric Deficiencies And To Get Desired Effect As Per Market Demand, We Need
To Process The Fabric.

1.1.2 General Process Flow
In General Following Process Flow Is Practiced In Textile Industry For The Production Of Finished Fabric
As Per Customer Requirement

Gray Fabric

Finishing

Figure: - 1.2 General Textile Process Flow Sequence

Ø
Pre-treatment Process Contains Sub Processes Like,
Ø
Singeing
Ø
Shearing & Cropping
Ø
Desizing
Ø
Normal Washing
Ø
Degreasing
Ø
Scouring
Ø
Bleaching
Ø
Mercerization
Ø
Heat-setting Etc.
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The Process Selection Depends Upon Type And Blend Of Fiber

Dyeing Process Contains Sub Processes Like
Ø
Exhaust Coloration
Ø
Padding
Ø
Fixation
Ø
Soaping
Ø
Washing Etc.

Depending On Fabric Quality And Blend The Dyeing Process Is Selected.
Ø
Printing Process Contains Sub Processes Like
Ø
Print Paste Preparation
Ø
Print Paste Application By Flat Bed / Rotary Screen/roller Printing,
Ø
Curing,
Ø
Ageing,
Ø
Soaping,
Ø
Washing Etc.
Ø
Finishing Process Contains Sub Processes Like
Ø
Stenter Drying And Width Stretching
Ø
Stenter Heat Setting
Ø
Stenter Finishing
Ø
Sanforization,
Ø
Calendaring,
Ø
Decatisation
Ø
Kier Decatisation
Ø
Paper Press
Ø
Peaching/raising/brushing Etc.

Depending On Customer Requirement Type Of Finishing Process Is Selected
Ø
At Each Stage Quality Control Checks Are Required To Check The Fabric Suitability To Next

Process And Are As Per Customer Quality Requirement.
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Tips

!

Why Textile Processing Is Done And What Is General Process Flow?
Think About This.
It Is To Overcome The Grey Fabric Deficiencies Like Hand Feel, Absorbency, Luster Etc. And To Give
Fabric Aesthetic Look, Desire Shade And Specialty Finishes. Major Processing Steps Are Pretreatments,
Dyeing, Printing And Finishing

6

UNIT

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Understand and explain role of stenter machine in the finishing

2.

Describe the your role on stenter machine and personal attributes required for the job

3.

What are the career progression opportunities for stenter operator

1.2.1 Job/role description

Figure 1.3 Stenter machine

A Stenter Machine Operator is responsible to do the specified job of drying, heat setting and finishing of
fabric with proper control of parameters to get the desired effect. This job requires the individual to have
thorough knowledge of process flow and material flow in a Textile processing mill for fabric production and
should know the important functions and operations of a Stenter machine.
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The position of stenter operator in the organization is as shown in the below flow chart

Figure: - 1.4 Organization structure flowchart
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1.2.2 Career Progression And Personal Attributes
Career progression refers to the upward movement or advancement made by stenter operator in his
job. Operating the stenter is a very important job in the production cycle of the textile, which involves
the use of mechanical actions to modify textile fibers, to give the fabric its size, its feel and its final
appearance

Figure: - 1.5 Personal and Visual aspects of stenter machine operator

This job combines technical skills involving the use of technology, a mastery of the material and textile
fibers, fabric, its physical and mechanical properties (understanding how the fabric behaves), its
texture (feel) and its visual aspects. . A Stenter Machine Operator should have good eyesight, matching
skills and vision. He/she should also have good interpersonal skills. Qualities of adaptability and
responsiveness, as well as a craftsman’s eye for detail are necessary for success and the achievement
of the final material and the right feel.
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Figure: - 1.6 Career progression

A skillful stenter operator has opportunity to make progression from operator to labor head, quality
inspector, and even sometimes departmental supervisor also. He also has chances to work in technical
team of textile industry to solve machine related problems. A smart stenter operator is always helpful
to industry at the time of new machine erection which added good values to the job profile and career
progression.

10
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What is your role on stenter machine and personal attributes required to perform stenter operator
role?
Think about this.
Your role is to operate stenter machine for different processes like heat setting, finishing, drying,
preparatory to printing etc., done on stenter machine and you should have good eyesight, matching
skills, vision and interpersonal skills as personal attributes to operates stenter machine

11
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UNIT 1.3: Objective of stenter m/c and various processes

To Impart/apply desired chemical finish to the fabric.

To dry the fabric to the desired level of moisture content

To control loop and spirility for the knitted fabrics

To control the width during chemical finishing , heat setting

To perform various processes like width stretching for crease
removal, heat setting, chemical finishing and curing skew and
bow correction.

To control GSM and Shrinkage property of the fabric.

Figure 1.7 Various objective of Stenter machine
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1.3.2 Processes carried out on Stenter Machine
Stenter machine is not only a dryer but also used for many other purposes. Knitted and woven
fabric in open width form is treated. Various major processes carried out on stenter machine such
as drying, heat setting, preparatory to printing, curing, finishing etc. also shown in figure 1.8 as
follows,

Drying

Preperatory for
Printing

StenterVarious
processes

Heat
Setting

Finishing

Figure: - 1.8 Various processes carried out on Stenter machine

This multipurpose machine is also used for the following purposes:
Ø
Width control,
Ø
Uniform moisture control for pad batch dyeing,
Ø
Loop control,
Ø
Weft straitening,
Ø
Pigment dye application,
Ø
Any thermo fixation,
Ø
Padding mangle etc.
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DRYING:Textile processing is the sequence of various wet chemical processing. After every wet processing
and before proceeding to next process fabric is needed to dry. For this drying purpose stenter
machine can be used. During This process fabric is subjected to heat so that moisture content of
the fabric is reduced up to almost dry level

Figure: - 1.9 Fabric drying process

Following parameters are generally recommended for drying
Table 1.1 parameters recommended for drying

Parameter

Recommended setting

Temperature

130-140 °C

Speed

Depending on fabric drying at delivery end

Moisture content at delivery end

4-7 %

width

As per customer requirement
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Prepratory For Printing:For printing process fabric should have following properties
ü
Uniform and even width
ü
Crease free and no wrinkles on the fabric

So to achieve above things all the fabric meant for printing are always dried on stenter machine.
This process is also called as width stretching for printing or dyeing.

Figure 1.10 removal of fabric creases during stenter drying process

Figure 1.11 requirement of fabric uniform width and crease free surface for best printing results
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Finishing
Finishing is one of the essential processes of a processing mill where all bleached, dyed and printed
material are subjected to specific process before they are put on the market. The aim of the textile
finishing is to render textile goods fit for their end uses and hence it is considered to be a important
process.
Finishing Gives the following advantages
Improved appearance – Lustre, Whiteness etc.,

It improves the wearing qualities – Nonsoiling, Anticrease.

Improved Feel which depends on the handle of the fabric and its Softness,
Suppleness, Fullness etc.,

It improves the wearing qualities – Nonsoiling, Anticrease.

It gives special properties required for particular uses - Water proofing, Flame
proofing etc.,

It covers the faults of the original cloth

It increases the weight of the fabric.

It increases the sale value of the material

It improves the natural attractiveness of the fabric.

It improves the serviceability of the fabric.

Figure 1.12 Advantages of finishing
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Depending on Finish permanency and wash durability there are mainly three types of finishes which
are as below

Permanent Finish

Semi permanent Finish

Temporary Finish

Figure 1.13 Types of finishing

Temporary Finish
A finish which is not stable and goes off after the first wash is known as Temporary Finish. If the
finishing effect in the fabric disappears during subsequent washing and usage then it is called
temporary finishing.
E.g.

Mechanical :
Chemical :

Calendaring, Embossing etc.
Starching, Softening (Except Reactive softeners)

Permanent Finish
If the finishing effect in the fabric does not disappear and remains unaffected through all the
conditions of wear and washing treatments, then the finish is said to be a PERMANENT FINISH.
E.g.

Mechanical :
Chemical :

Sanforising, Mechanical milling of wool etc.
Resin Finishing, Water proof, Flame proof finish etc.
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Semi-permanent Finish
A finishing on the fabric is said to be Semi-Permanent Finish if it is stable to more than 5 to 10
washes and not afterwards.
E.g.

Mechanical :
Chemical :

Schreiner Calendaring.
Buckram Finish.

Functional Finishes
Recent days such types of finishes are becoming popular and more demanding in market. These types
of finishes are given to fabric in order to get specific functional properties in it.
Some common examples are

Water proof and water repellent finish
Soil release finish
Wash and wear finish
Antibacterial finish
Fire retardant finish
Moisture management finish
Wrinklefree finish
Perfume finish
Anti ageing finish
Wash n wear finish
UV resistant finish

Figure 1.14 Functional finishes

The type of finish given to fabric is depending on the customer demand.
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The Most Commonly Used Chemicals:
Ø
STIFFING AGENTS: Starches, Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA), Carboxy Methyl Cellulose (CMC) etc.,
Ø
SOFTENING AGENTS: Glycerine, Turkey Red Oil (TRO), Cationic , Non-ionic, Anionic,

Reactive softeners, PE Emulsion, Silicone Emulsion etc.,
Ø
WEIGHTING MATERIALS: Gypsum, Sulphate of Ca and Mg, lead, Zn, Chlorides of Mg, Ba, Zn,

China clay etc.,
Ø
ANTISEPTIC AGENTS: Alum, Boric acid, Phenol , Borax etc.,

Heat Setting Process
The most general reason for heat setting is to achieve the dimensional stability of a yarn or fabric
containing thermoplastic fibers. In order to understand what is required, it is helpful to consider the
stress in individual fibers. During drawing, spinning, weaving or knitting, and finishing processes the
fibers are subjected to extension, twisting and bending forces that leave significant stresses in the
fibers.
As a result, any subsequent heat treatment or washing produces stress reductions (relaxation) that
show up as shrinkage or change of shape (for example, of loops in knitted goods). The objective of a
heat setting process is therefore the achievement of a desired stress-free form of the fibers making up
a textile product. It is rarely possible to achieve perfect setting but an acceptable degree of stability to
garment making, wear and washing can be attained.
Although the experiment is a hypothetical one, it reflects what happens in practice. The production
stresses get locked in until heat treatments – during dyeing, for example – allow partial relaxation and
then heat setting provides the conditions required for stabilizing the structure, with little or no stress
left in the fibers, even though they have been twisted, stretched and bent.
The temperature reached in heat setting must obviously be below the melting point of the polymer,
but inter-chain bonds must be broken and significant losses in tensile strength are observed. The
nature of the changes in structure and properties is complex.
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Advantages of Heat setting Process:-

To get dimensional stability during commercial
laundering process of garments

To get firmness to the fabric and hence garments

To get firmness to the fabric and hence garments

To increase dyebility and decrease dyeing cost

Figure 1.15 Advantages of Heat-setting

Following images shows the difference in behavior of heat set and unheat-set fabric during washing
process. It is seen that unheat set fabric shrinks more during washing process and heat set fabric
shrinks nil or very less during washing at garment stage. See Images (1.16 and 1.17)
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Figure 1.16 Non-heat set garment

Figure 1.17 heat set garment

Setting on Stenters
The clip/pin stenter is an ideal machine for fabric setting, providing complete control of width and
length. Sometimes – for example, for knitted nylon shirting fabrics requiring maximum stability to
washing – stretching in both directions is desirable. In other situations the best handle and stability
require maximum relaxation. Experiment is required to find the conditions giving the optimum result.
The heating time to achieve a setting temperature of 200 °C depends on the fabric thickness as well as
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air velocity, but will often be at least 20 seconds. If the fabric is being dried and heat set in one run, this
means that the stenter speed will be low as the fabric temperature will not rise until drying is almost
complete. Monitoring the fabric temperature is very desirable in these circumstances. When the
setting temperature is reached, however, the time required is very short. Cooling before removing
fabric from the pins is essential.
Temperatures of 200 °C (or more) in air can produce significant oxidation of some fibers; nylon
especially may be seriously yellowed and the color not easily bleached. Anti-oxidants incorporated in
the fiber are helpful, but injecting steam into the stenter chamber has become the common solution to
the problem. Most of the oxygen is thereby excluded and setting is accelerated. In the case of blends
with natural fibers the setting temperature will usually be limited to 150 °C (wool) or 180 °C (cotton
blends to be finished white), to control the extent of damage and yellowing. When fabrics containing
bulked yarns are set the temperature must again be kept low enough to avoid the complete loss of
bulk. At these lower temperatures the setting efficiency will be reduced, even when longer times are
given. The alternative of setting in steam may be the best solution.
The position of heat setting in the finishing sequence depends on the fabric structure, how clean it is,
and the dyeing method. Setting after scouring is recommended when a fabric is heavily oil-stained or if
setting makes size removal difficult. Setting after dyeing may significantly modify the color. Some
recommended setting temperatures are shown in following Table
Table no 1.2 recommended heat setting temperatures (oC)
Fabric

Temperatures (oC)

Nylon 6,6 (Filament Woven)

200-210

Nylon 6,6 (Filament Knitted)

220-225

Nylon 6 (Filament Woven)

180-190

Polyester (Bulk Yarn)

150

Wool Blends

170

PE Cellulosic Blends

180-210

Acrylics

140

Tricel

190-210
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Effects of setting on properties:The reduction in stress produced by setting can lead to major changes in fabric handle. A woven nylon
fabric, before setting, may have quite a stiff handle (especially in the wet state) because of the high
inter-yarn frictional forces. The wet crease recovery will therefore be poor. Relaxation of stresses in
setting, reducing yarn tension, can almost eliminate the frictional force and lead to low shearing
stresses, soft handle and good recovery from wet creasing.
However, if the same fabric were to be heat set under tension these changes would be much less
noticeable, and fabric handle may even be stiffer because of fiber adhesions. Structural changes in
most Fibers during heat setting lead to a reduction in accessibility to dyes, especially the larger
molecules. It is therefore essential that, when setting is carried out before dyeing, the uniformity of
heating is good.
Polyester fiber accessibility to dyes is setting-temperature sensitive. At 200 °C it is reduced, but at
220 °C dye uptake is usefully increased. Dye uptake by nylon fibers is also increased by setting in
steam. The shrinkage of unrestrained Fibers during heat treatment is useful in that the heat setting of
polyester staple blend fabrics produces a major improvement in pilling properties. The Fiber ends not
only shrink into the yarn structure, but tend to lock the Fibers in place. As stated earlier, however, the
primary effect of setting is the stabilization of yarn and fabric to subsequent heat treatment and
washing.
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Tips

!

What are the need and objectives of stenter machine and various processes done on it?
Think about this.
1. What are different processes are performed on stenter machine?

24

2. What is general process sequence in textile processing?
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3. Explain purpose of different stenter processes

4. Give 4 to 5 examples of permanent finish
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5. Name different functional finishes and explain use of any one
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6. What are advantages of heat setting process on stenter?

Hint:- The main objective of stenter machine is to dry the fabric to the desired level of moisture,
control the width, heat-set the fabric, curing treatment for resin finishing, skew and bow
correction, other specialty finishes etc.
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2. Taking charge of
shift and handing
over shift to Operator
Unit 2.1 – Taking charge of shift
Unit 2.2 – General check list on stenter m/c

TSC/N 5401
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At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Understand importance of taking and hand over of shift charge
2. Analyze the important communication requires during taking and hand over of shift charge
3. Explain the General checklist which is ensured prior to machine start
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UNIT 2.1: Taking charge of shift

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Understand importance of taking and hand over of shift charge
2. Analyze the important communication requires during taking and hand over of shift charge

2.1.1 Taking Charge of Shift
Taking shift charge is the process of understanding the work completed and pending for the day / shift.
This is important communication and any gap in this will lead to loss, delay and damage. To be
competent operator must be able to,
Table: - 2.1Taking charge of shift

Come at least 10 - 15 minutes earlier to the work
place
The main advantage of joining shift earlier by 1015 minutes is you and your counterpart will have
enough time to discuss and understand the
aspects of scheduled activities.

Meet the previous shift operator and discuss with
him/ her regarding the issues faced by them with
respect to the quality or production or spare or
safety or any other specific instruction etc. This is
important because, as a operator you should
know what has happened in previous shift and
what actions are to be taken in next shift.
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Ensure that necessary operational tools like
scissor, stitching m/c are on place. Unavailability
of such tolls will create interruption in the
production due to machine stoppages

Ensure the technical details are mentioned on the
Lot card for fabric being processed. The lot card
information is required to ensure that correct
processes are done on correct fabric.

Check for the availability of the spare trolley for
unloading the fabric. If trolley is not available on
time then again production may be interrupted
due to want of empty trolley.

32

Check the next batch to be processed is ready
near the machine

Ensure the required finishing
already weighed & prepared

chemicals are

Check the cleanliness of the machines & other
work areas
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2.1.2 Handover of Shift Charge
Handover shift charge is the process to make upcoming operator understand about the work
completed and pending for the day / shift. This is also very important communication and any gap in
this will lead to loss, delay and damage. To be competent operator must be able to,
Table: - 2.2 handling over shift charge

Hand over the shift to the incoming operator in a
proper manner. Proper manner means, you must
ensure that incoming operator has understood
the activities to be perform by him.

Meet the succeeding shift operator and discuss
with him/ her regarding the issues faced by you
with respect to the quality or production or spare
or safety or any other specific instruction etc.
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To provide all relevant information regarding the
stoppages or breakdown in the machine, any
damage to the fabric or machine. If this is not
communicated properly then the breakdown and
damages may reoccur.

Ensure the technical details are mentioned on the
Lot card for fabric being processed before
handover the shift

Spare trolley to unloading the fabric for next shift
also
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keep the next batch to be processed is ready near
the machine

Ensure the required finishing
already weighed & prepared

chemicals are

Maintain the cleanliness of the machines & other
work areas before handover the shift.

36

Get clearance from the incoming counterpart
before leaving the work spotreport to his/ her
shift superiors as well as that of the incoming shift
operator in case his/ her counterpart doesn't
report for the incoming shift.

Ensure the shift has to be properly handed over to
the incoming shift operator

Report to his/ her shift superior about the quality
/ production / safety.
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To avoid wastage of time and material and to prevent accidents, Carry out the following in order to
avoid wastage and material in the department and also to prevent any accidents

Ø
Understand the machine position either it is in working condition or waiting for want of

program.
Ø
Information regarding the lots processed in the previous shift and quality of production

(finishing) of these lots. Also ensure that target production was achieved in previous shift
Ø
Look at Stoppages and breakdown history of machine in previous shift.
Ø
Understand next shift fabric lots to be stentered and also understand the urgency if any.
Ø
Next batch to be stentered is kept ready near to feeding end of stenter machine.
Ø
Special care to be taken for critical qualities in program and if any sampling activity.
Ø
Ensure that Colour chemicals are kept ready for next lot to be run on stenter.
Ø
Ensure that Empty batch / trolley is kept available for fabric unloading.
Ø
Check that machine and machine surrounding area is kept clean.
Ø
Check Padding mangle and trough is clean and also ensure that all the filters (chamber wise)

are clean.
Ø
Ensure that all the utilities supply is proper and sufficient.
Ø
Report to your superior about the quality / production / safety issues/ any other issue faced

in the shift before leaving the department.
Ø
Report to your supervisor in case your counterpart doesn't report for the incoming shift
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What are the important communications and steps required to be taken during taking and hand over
of shift charge?
Think about this.
1.

Shift taking procedure

List out the steps you will have to undergo while taking charge of shift
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2.

Shift handover procedure

List out the steps you will have to undergo while giving charge of shift
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3.

Important communication

Briefly explain the important information to be communicated during shift changing

4.

Machine cleaning

Briefly explain machine cleaning requirement on the stenter machine that is to be ensured during shift
change.
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Hints:
Operator should have to come 15 minutes early;
Understand the lot running on stenter machine and lots waiting for process along with their job cards,
Know about the availability of empty trolley, colour chemical readiness, deviations, stoppages or
breakdown, any damages to fabric, etc.
Ensure smooth working of shift with less waste and damages.
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UNIT 2.3: General check list on Stenter M/C

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Explain the General checklist which is ensured prior to machine start

2.2.1 General check list on Stenter M/C
Operator shall check for below points shown in table no 2.2 while starting the Stenter machine.
Table: - 2.3 General check list on stenter M/C:-

Ensure that m/c is clean and fluff free
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Power supply

Water supply

Thermic fluid supply

Ensure all the guide rollers, guiders, padding mangle are in working smoothly, creaseless and will
not create any abrasion lines. Also check control panel to ensure working parameter

44

Skew and bow correction mechanism, overfeed unit, cantering device, selvedge photo sensor are
in working condition and are fluff free & clean

Effective working of photocell. Pin bars or clips are moving smoothly along with chain and all the
clips and pin bars are properly fitted and working smoothly. Pinion brush is functioning properly.
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Ensure that Filters, circulating fans and exhaust fans in each chamber are in working condition.

Width adjustment to check and ensure is as per requirement, fabric batch to be processed is on
its proper place, and availability of empty Trolleys
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What are general working checklists on stenter machine?
Think about it.
1.

Machine cleaning related

List out the different cleaning activities to be ensured on stenter machine while taking charge of shift
and handing over shift charge
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2.

Machine workability related

Checklist to ensure workability of different parts of machine while undergoing the shift change ft
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3. Operation of
Stenter
Unit 3.1 –Parts of stenter m/c and their functions
Unit 3.2– Operating procedure of stenter m/c
Unit 3.3 – Fabric quality after stenter observation and
assessment
Unit 3.4 – Preventive and corrective action for damages
to fabric

TSC/N 5402
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At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Understand different important parts of stenter machine
2. Explain functions of different stenter machine parts
3. Explain preparatory activities on the Stenter
4. Describe specified task as per work order to operate stenter machine
5. Learn different signal and its importance
6. Analyze fabric defects quality after stenter
7. Understand machine related problem and its diverse effect on fabric
8. Explain the problem and damages seen on the stenter machine
9. Describe the Corrective /preventive action to be taken on stenter machine
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UNIT 3.1: Parts of Stenter m/c and their function

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Understand different important parts of stenter machine

2.

Explain functions of different stenter machine parts

3.1.1 Important parts of Stenter M/C
Stenter is an electrical machine which consists of several parts. This machine is equipped with
advanced technology for optimum energy consumption and for the production of high value fabric.
The streamline construction of stenter machine with several important parts enables easy approach
to all components and high productivity with better quality. The important parts of stenter machines
are given under,

Figure no: - 3.1 Important parts of stenter m/c
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3.1.2 Parts of Stenter M/C and their functions
Following are important parts and their function of stenter machine
Table: - 3.1 Different parts of stenter machine with their name and function are listed

M/C part

Name

Function

Padder
and
trough

To apply the required chemical
finishing evenly across width to the
fabric by padding technique.

Guide rolls

To guide the fabric towards the
chain device in continuity without
creases and bundling.

Pneumatic cloth
Guider

Weft straighter
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To guide the cloth increase free
manner to the process
continuously. It avoid bundling and
gathering of fabric by firm holding
selvedge’s with run.

To remove /adjust skew and bow in
fabric as per requirement

M/C part

Name

Cantering device

Feeding device

Photocell

Chain/Rail

Clips or pin bars

Chamber
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Function

To feed the fabric in centre of chain
/machine

To feed the fabric to chain and
photocell detector section

To detect the fabric selvedge and
feeding of selvedge to the pin or clips
on chain. This avoids the moon mark
and width variation in fabric

To transport and hold the fabric from
entry to exit of hot chambers of
Stenter with required width control.
This is in loop form

To hold and provide grip on the
fabric selvedge so that it is
transported from entry to exit of
Stenter chambers. these clips and
pins are joined to endless chain

To provide the desired heat
/temperature to the fabric

Participant Handbook

M/C part

Name

Blower/circulation
Fans

Function

To blow or provide required
amount of air on thermic fluid
heating system. The circulating
fans blow air from the base to the
upper side

Filters

To separate dust and fluffs from air

Exhaust fans

Exhaust fans sucks all the hot air
within the chambers

Heat recovery
system

This is recent development applied
in modern stenter machine which
helps to recovery the heat which is
being exhaust to the environment

Cooling drum

To cool out coming fabric before
plaiting in the trolley

Platter

To take out fabric from chain
section and put in trolley by
reversible plaits form
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What are the different important parts of stenter machine and their functions?
Think about this.
1. List the different parts of stenter machine with their important function.
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Hints:They are Padder and trough to apply finishing solution, pneumatic cloth guider to guide the fabric,
weft straighter is for adjustment of skew and bow in fabric, filters for filtration of hot air, feeding
device is to proper feeding of fabric to chain through cantering device by the use of photocell,
chain/rail and clips or pin bars to carry fabric throughout the machine, blower for circulation of air,
exhaust fans, heat recovery system for energy conservation objectives, cooling drum is to cool down
fabric temperature and finally platter for proper take out of fabric from stenter machine to trolley and
many more.
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UNIT 3.2: Operating procedure of stenterM/C

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Explain preparatory activities on the Stenter
2. Describe specified task as per work order to operate stenter machine
3. Learn different signal and its importance
While operating Stenter m/c operator must be competent to understand and perform below
operations

3.2.1 Preparatory Activities on the Stenter M/C:Table: - 3.2 Preparatory activities on the Stenter M/C
Fabric to be stentered is ready to the feeding
end of m/c and is joined to the leader cloth and
trolley or batch is aligned properly to feed fabric
crease free.

As per process finishing /chemical bath is ready
in overhead tank and same is taken to the
padding mangle with appropriate flow

Feed the fabric to chain through mangle , weft
straighter , centering device , photocell and
overfeed device, chain ( clip or pin) and take out
to delivery end.
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3.2.2 Operate Machine for specified task as per work order:Table: - 3.3 Specified task as per work order on the Stenter M/C
Read & understand the process being followed
from the lot card /supervisor to the given fabric
lot

Set the machine to the required width of the
fabric.

Fabric face side is always up. Ensure on each
stitch

Adjust the overfeed device as per the
requirement of the fabric lot /process

Keep optimum pressure of the squeezer rolls to
get specified results and pick up %
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Mangle pick up is uniform across width.
Finishing bath emulsion is stable.

Keep even tension on fabric throughout the
process and there are no travelling creases ,
bundling and selvedge folding during run and
feed to Stenter

Selvedge pinning photocell is working properly
continuously throughout the process and there
are no moon marks or width variation due to
improper pinning

Temperature and speed are maintained as per
standard, No shade variation is created on
stenter due to temperature variation across
width

Trough temp shall be maintained ≤２５
°
C and
i n p a d d i n g t ro u g h s o l u t i o n i s f r e e
fromcoagulation and suspended particles to
avoid chemical stains. It is suggested that there
should be provision of Trough jacket for cooling
water circulation
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No finishing and other handling stains are
created during stentering process

Fabric after stenter drying shall have
moisture ≤５－７
％ and is cooled

Check various above mentioned
parameters at regular interval

the

control

After process completion, batch should be
covered by plastic sheet with identification tag

Write stentered meters, date and time of
process completion and observations on
Production order card with signature of shift
officer

Figure 3.2 Preparatory activities on the Stenter M/C
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Cool down the machine after completion of
job

Different signals and Its Importance:A signal is referred as communication system that "conveys information about the behavior or
attributes of some phenomenon". Signal transform and provides information on the status of a
physical system or machine for awareness and updates. Stenter being very long machine, effective
signal and message transforming system is must require for production. Signals are key factors for
effective communication at work at stenter machine. Signal may be in the form of light, symbol, mike
and speakers, or may be gesture of human being

Figure no: - 3.2 Speaker and light indication on stenter machine

Table: - 3.4 Different signals and its importance

Sr.No.

Indicator

Meaning

1

Green light on start button

M/c is in operation

2

Red light on stop m/c

M/c is in stopped condition

3

Red light blinking on

4

temperature indicator

Heating is on

Mike and speaker

To pass important message from
front operator to back operator
and wise versa.
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What are the important machine operational activities as a stenter operator?
Think about this.
You should know about the preparatory activities on stenter machine before starting any batch on it.
The entire tasks which are required to operate stenter machine should be well accomplished. It
includes from feeding of fabric to passage up to covering of finishing batch after stentering. You should
also understand the communication by using several signals.
1.

Fabric entry in stenter machine

List out the preparatory steps while making fabric entry in stenter machine
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2.

Different signal on stenter machine

List out different signals and their meaning on stenter machine.
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UNIT 3.3: Fabric quality after Stenter observation and
assessment:Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.

Analyze fabric defects quality after stenter
Understand machine related problem and its diverse effect on fabric

Operator shall ensure that fabric coming out of the machine is as per process requirement. He
shall observe the fabric for below things constantly at Platter side
Table: - 3.5 Fabric quality observation and assessment on Stenter machine
Observation and assessment

Width assessment

Tearing due to over tension or poor strength

proper pinning on selvedge
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Stenter oil stains

Crease marks

Chemical /kanji stains

Skew and bow in fabric
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Shade Change due to over temperature

Finish or hand feel and moisture as applicable

He should note down and inform these non-conformities to supervisor immediately for further
corrective action
Following are some of machine related issues that may affect fabric quality and feel
Table: - 3.6 Machine problems and related damage to fabric
M/C related problem

Effective damage to fabric

Improper guide roller alignment

Will result in the travelling creases, uneven tension on
fabric

Guider problem

Will result into fabric bundling , rupture or damage or
abrasion line on fabric selvedge zone

Uneven Mangle pressure

Uneven finish application and hence uneven fabric feel
across the width and also may lead to creases.

Skew /Bowing unit malfunction

Skew and bow insertion in fabric

Photocell non-functioning

Creation of damages like moon mark , uneven width , de
pinning fabric tearing etc.

Temperature controller not working

May give inconsistent finish , harsh feel , fabric tearing ,
yellowing due to overheating etc.

Damages clips and pin bars

Creation of damages like moon mark , uneven width , de
pinning fabric tearing etc.

Filter are not clean

Uneven hot air circulation leading uneven temp and hence
centre to selvedge shade , finish variation
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What is the importance of fabric assessment after stenter machine treatment and machine issues
resulting in fabric defects?
Think about this.

1. Prepare table for fabric defect and their probable cause related to machine problems
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2. What are different aspects of fabric to be observed at output end on stenter machine?

Hints: - Importance of fabric assessment after stenter machine treatment, after stentering process
fabric should be checked online for moisture, hand feel, width, creases, and stains. Also improper
settings of guider, mangle, skew bow unit, guide rollers, may result in uneven finishing, creases, skew
and bow, stains, abrasion lines etc.
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UNIT 3.4: Preventive and Corrective action for damages to
Fabric:Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Explain the problem and damages seen on the stenter machine

2.

Describe the Corrective /preventive action to be taken on stenter machine

As fabric quality is continuously assessed by operator or by his team on Stenter machine, it is important
to take quick action to the defects raised on the fabric during production. Delay in decision making for
corrective action will cause more and more fabric /machine damage which results big loss for
organization. Operator should be smart and capable of taking fast decision under these circumstances.
Following are some of reported problem of the fabric while processing on Stenter with corrective/
preventive measures,

Table: - 3.7 Damages and possible corrective action on Stenter machine.

Damages

Problem /damages

Travelling creases while
chemical padding
which may be
permanent in nature

Corrective /preventive action

1) Check for proper alignment of
trolley or batch at input end.
2) Ensure all the guide roller and
guider are working /moving
properly and they are properly
aligned
3) Both the selvedge of fabric are
balanced and having equal tension.
4) air pressure is proper and equal
in both guider
5) Ensure there is no excessive
bowing or skewing in fabric
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Chemical coagulation
stains on fabric

1) Ensure that proper ph of
chemical bath is maintained
generally in the range of 5-6
2) Avoid use of cationic softeners or
incompatible components in
recipe
3) Trough or bath temperature
shall be maintained < 25 °C
4) chemical preparation tank and
padding trough is cleaned properly

Moon mark, depinning and width
variation

1) Ensure input fabric width is
appropriate to output width.
2) Avoid excessive stretching of
width this will lead into de-pinning,
improper working of photocell and
pinion brush.
3) Ensure photocell is working
properly and sensibly.
4) At exit end fabric shall be get rid
from pins very smoothly.
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Yellow in g a n d
harshening of fabric

1) Ensure speed and temperature
are as per process guideline
2) If yellowing is due to overheating
then reduce temperature or
increase speed suitably.
3) If harshening of fabric is
occurring due to overheating then
reduce temperature suitable and
also see for softener concentration
in chemical bath

Skew and bow

1) Ensure skew is set as per
weave/design of fabric
2) Bowing is set properly
3) Ensure chain/rail is properly
moving and with balance speed
and balance no. of clips or pin bars
4) Look for input fabric
construction also.
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What are fabric damages and their corrective/preventive actions?
Think about this.
Common damages are crease, stains, moon marks/width variation, skew bows, yellowing and
harshening. These damages can be prevented by ensuring crease free feeding, proper batch
alignment, proper chemical preparation, ensuring working of photocell, brush, skew bow unit guider
etc. Ensure proper working of all this units of machine.
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4. Preparing the
finishing Chemical
Unit 4.1 – Preparation of finishing bath
Unit 4.2 – Dos and don'ts for stenter m/c
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At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.

Understand preparation procedure of finishing bath on stenter machine

2.

Explain what are do's and don'ts for operation of stenter machine

3.

Analyze fabric defects quality after stenter

4.

Understand machine related problem and its diverse effect on fabric

5.

Explain the problem and damages seen on the stenter machine

6.

Describe the Corrective /preventive action to be taken on stenter machine
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Understand preparation procedure of finishing bath on stenter machine

Ø
Finishing solution tank shall be clean, fluff free and earlier solution contamination free
Ø
Weigh exactly and keep ready all the finishing chemicals separately as per chemical consumption

slip given by shift officer.
Ø
First take half quantity of water ( as per slip) and add acetic acid or suitable buffer

to have the
final bath pH in the range of 5-5.5 (However PH will be depending on finishing recipe/type)

Figure: - 4.1 Preparation of chemical bath for finishing

Ø
Then add softeners/chemicals as per advised in Recipe slip with constant stirring
Ø
After adding all the chemicals make volume by water to the desired volume level.
Ø
Ensure that there is no coagulation process in the bath and solution is clear and no suspended

solids are observed
Ø
Solution shall be transferred to Padding trough through filter cloth.
Ø
Ensure that at any time during finish padding process Trough temp is ≤25 °C

and in padding
trough solution is free from coagulation and suspended particles to avoid chemical dagi.
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How is a finishing bath prepared?
Think about this. Who do you think is responsible for preparation of finishing bath, finishing liquor tank
should be clean, fluff free, weigh of finishing chemicals should exact to that of recipe, pH and
temperature of bath should maintain thoroughly, no coagulation and suspended solids are observed in
bath,solution shall be transferred to Padding trough through filter cloth.
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At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Explain what are do’s and don’ts for operation of stenter machine

4.2.1 Dos for Chemical Bath Preparation
Stenter machine is very important part of textile processing; it is also responsible for final appearance
of the fabric. Moreover stenter machine is furnished with advanced equipment and spares so it is very
important to follow all the necessary instruction to run the machine with minimum quality loss of
textiles fabric. Following were dos which should be taken in consideration by operator while working
on the stenter machine.
Table: - 4.1 list of Dos for chemical bath preparation on Stenter M/C

Don’ts

Use clean and fluff free chemical tank for the
preparation of finishing liquor.
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Don’ts

Weigh exactly quantity of finishing
chemicals separately as per chemical
consumption slip given by shift officer.

Stir the finishing liquor thoroughly until
homogenous solution is achieved.

Filter the prepared chemical properly
before padding the fabric in it.
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Check pH of finishing bath while preparing
and also at regular interval on machine.

Maintain the temperature of prepared
chemical bath as prescribed with shift
supervisor

Clean chemical tank and trough regularly.
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4.2.1 Don'ts for Chemical Bath Preparation
Following were don'ts which should be taken in consideration by operator while working on the
stenter machine.
Table: - 4.2 list of Don'ts forchemical bath preparation on Stenter M/C

Don'ts

Don’t prepare finishing chemicals in dirty,
tinted, or fluffed service tank. Clean the tank
before using it.

Don’t use coagulated or precipitated finishing
liquor on the machine.
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Don’t allow spillage of chemicals, dirty
surrounding of chemical tank and stenter
machine.

Don’t prepare chemical bath using bare
hands. Always use safety gloves while
preparing finishing chemical bath
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What are dos and don’ts for chemical bath preparation on stenter machine?
Think about this,
It is to maintain process control parameters as per requirement, don’t allow spillage of chemicals on
machine surrounding and maintain temperature of bath as per fabric quality and process requirement
thoroughly.Cleaning of chemical trough regularly, check pH of finishing bath at regular interval, don’t
use coagulated/precipitated bath liquor on machine etc.

1. What are things to be avoided while preparation of chemical bath for stenter machine
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1. List out the steps and sequence of finishing chemical preparation
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5. Maintain the work
area, Tools and
Machines
Unit 5.1 –Maintain Work Area handling on Stenter machine
Unit 5.2 – Maintain Tools on Stenter Machines
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At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Understand importance of work area handling
2. Explain, how to handle in-process fabric and manage material handling on machine and
surroundings
3. Understand work area tools
4. Explain importance of housekeeping tools and its effective use
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UNIT 5.1: Maintain Work Area Handling on Stenter
Machine:Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Understand importance of work area handling

2.

Explain, how to handle in-process fabric and manage material handling on machine
and surroundings

Operator should understand
Ø
Operator should understand importance of Material handling
Ø
Good housekeeping provide pleasant and productive environment for working.
Ø
Ensure that all the fabric / material in the department are properly covered.
Ø
Ensure that there is no chemical, oil spillage on the floor. If observed clean it

immediately.
Ø
Importance of avoiding mixing of anything in the waste box e.g. mixing of

stationary waste in fabric chindi waste should be avoided because waste has also
certain value and suitable reuse.
Ø
All the material shall be kept on its place with proper identification and traceability.

Table: - 5.1 Work area tools and handling practice on Stenter machine

For heavy batches handling use Fork lift
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Good practices of covering batches by
plastic

Stacking batches in proper way

Due to use of improper trolley Fabric is
being damaged and stained

Good practices of covering fabric in box
trolley
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What is importance of work area handling and how to handle in-process fabric?
Think about this.
Operator should ensure an efficient handling of the floor area surrounding to the m/c. All the handling
tools such as fork lift, cranes etc. should be working properly. Ensure that all the fabric / material in the
department are properly covered. All the material shall be kept on its place with proper identification,
covering and traceability. Daily m/c shall be clean from dust, color stains, chemical stains etc.
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UNIT 5.2: Maintain Tools On Stenter Machines:Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Understand work area tools

2.

Explain importance of housekeeping tools and its effective use

HOUSEKEEPING TOOLS:Ø
Individual should understand importance of housekeeping
Ø
Good housekeeping provide pleasant and productive environment for working.
Ø
The floor area surrounding to the m/c , m/c itself , all the rollers and guiders and other

parts in machine should be clean
Ø
Ensure that all the fabric / material in the department are properly covered.
Ø
All the material shall be kept on its place with proper identification and traceability.
Ø
Daily m/c shall be clean from dust, color stains, chemical stains etc.

Table: - 5.2 Work area tools and handling housekeeping on Stenter machine

Bucket, Wringer and Floor Mop

Broom and Dustpan

Rubber Gloves

Protective Shoes
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Tips

Clean wet floor

Clean surrounding of machine

Stationary waste

Chindi waste

!

What is housekeeping and its effective use?
Think about this.
You should ensure clean house keeping of the floor area surrounding to the m/c.
All the rollers and guiders and other parts in machine should be clean. Ensure that all the fabric /
material in the department are properly covered.
A clean machine and clean surrounding leads to minimize handling stains and damages on the fabric.
Effective housekeeping and proper use of Housekeeping tools reduces chances of accident in process
house.
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6. Working in a Team
Unit 6.1 – Concept and Advantages of Working in a Team
Unit 6.2 – Commitment and trust
Unit 6.3 – Communication
Unit 6.4 – Adaptability
Unit 6.5 – Creative freedom
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At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Understand concept and Advantages of Working in a Team
2. Explain how team work is important to achieve self-improvement, organization improvement
and quality productivity Improvement
3. Explain important requirements of machine operator for working in team
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UNIT 6.1: Concept and Advantages of Working in a Team
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Understand concept and Advantages of Working in a Team

2.

Explain how team work is important to achieve self-improvement, organization improvement
and quality productivity Improvement

CONCEPT:Team work means all employees working together with one common goal, with similar and standard
style of working with commitment and trust on each other with focus towards the common goal.

Figure: - 6.1 Concept of team work
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ADVANTAGES OF THE “WORKING IN TEAM” CONCEPT:Ø
Increased awareness of the contribution and role of each member.
Ø
Greater commitment to the task because of increased participation and pride in team

accomplishments.
Ø
Increase in cooperative attitude among members.
Ø
Better quality decisions because of increased member input.
Ø
Greater commitment to decision implementation.
Ø
More creative problem solving.
Ø
Improved interpersonal relationships among members.
Ø
Improved communication in all direction, increased efficiency in quantity and quality of

work accomplished.

Tips
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What is team working and its advantages?
Think about this.
Team work means all employees working together with one common goal, with similar and standard
style of working with commitment and trust on each other with focus towards the common goal.
Benefits of team work are self-improvement, organization improvement, quality and productivity
Improvement.
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UNIT 6.2: Commitment and trust

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Taking responsibility to do own job

2.

Working effectively and efficiently

Figure: - 6.2 Commitment and trust

6.2.1 Be accountable to the own role in whole process

Figure: - 6.3 Accountability of own role

Take the ownership of the machines assigned; check the process parameters, machine conditions, Lots
processed, working conditions, Lot identification systems, etc., every shift while taking charge and
ensure proper conditions and systems. Perform the stenter machine operating jobs as per the
standard operating procedures.
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6.2.2. Perform all roles with full responsibility
Take instructions from the superiors and previous shift workers and understand the changes made in
the previous shift and perform the stenter operating jobs as specified. Patrol the assigned machines
continuously as specified, feeding the lots , clean the machines, coordinate with the shift supervisor,
cleaning and maintenance personnel and perform the specified duties and responsibilities.

Figure: - 6.4 Personnel responsibility

Handover the machines in good working conditions to the incoming shift stenter operator and fully
brief him about the history of lots run in previous shift and also highlight about the special instructions
to be carried out in the next shift.

Figure: - 6.5 Shift handover

6.2.3 Be effective and efficient at work place

Figure: - 6.6 Progress through effective work

Continuously perform the stenter operator job as per the standard operating procedures effectively
and efficiently throughout the shift and ensure high productivity with minimum stoppages, least waste
generation and production of good quality. Follow the standard order and attend to the work regularly,
plan the leave in advance and ensure regular attendance.
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UNIT 6.3: Communication

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Improving communication on company polices
2. Ability to report all problems faced during the shift
3. Improving the interacting skill with colleagues

Figure: - 6.7 Effective Communication

Passing important information, message and knowledge to others is called communication. It is
necessary that day to day work related difficulties with ref to machine and material, method shall be
communicated to shift officers .Shift handover, passing instruction to the other shift operators
particulars about m/c , process, performance and other work related information. Write in simple
readable language and talk with others effectively and also listen to others.
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6.3.1 Properly communicate about company policies
Be aware of the rules and regulations, standing order, quality policy, other standards and policies of the
company, about you worker rights as per the State and Centre labor legislations and follow them
properly. Also communicate the same to your co-workers effectively and properly.

Figure: - 6.8 Properly communicate about company policies

6.3.2 Report All The Problems Faced During The Process

Figure: - 6.9 Problem Reporting

Report to the superiors immediately whenever any abnormality is observed in the assigned machines
and also in the factory which could be relating to safety, machine performance, behavior of the people
within the factory premises, process conditions, etc.,
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6.3.3 Talk politely with team members and colleagues

Figure: - 6.10 Team building

While taking some special assignments or working as a team for performing certain jobs or cleaning
and maintenance personnel, brief them about the task and problems politely and get the work done
smoothly without any conflict. Explain with patience about the work instructions and procedures to be
followed as a team.

6.3.4 Submit daily report of own performance

Figure: - 6.11 Team building

Maintain the specified records and registers, record the details relating to production, waste
generation, count changes, special instructions carried out during the shifts, changes made in the shift,
machine break down (both electrical and mechanical), empties and cops position, breakage rate, etc.,
and report to the superiors.
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UNIT 6.4: Adaptability
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:

Figure: - 6.11 Adaptability for team building

1. Gain skill to work/handle critical situations
2. Adapt our self to work in different circumstances

6.4.1 Adjust in different work situations

Figure: - 6.12 Adjust in different work situations
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If there is a change in the machines assigned or there is a change in the material and count processed,
or instructed to work in a different department or given alternate job, accept the changes politely, get
the instructions and follow them properly. Whenever some new tools and equipments are given,
accept them with interest, follow the instructions, use them properly and give feedback.

6.4.2 Give due importance to other’s point of view

Figure: - 6.13 Importance to other’s point of view

Work as a team with the doffers, cleaning and maintenance personnel, cops suppliers, sweepers
(housekeeping personnel) and perform the duties as specified. While working with them, encourage
the suggestions given by them and give due importance to implement the suggestions then and there
under the guidance of the superiors.

6.4.3 Avoid conflicting situations
Never argue with the co-workers and result in conflicts and even if the points raised by them are not
correct or not acceptable or against the rules and regulations of the company, counsel them properly if
necessary with the help of the colleagues or superiors and maintain cordial relationship with all the
people in the organization.

Figure: - 6.13 Avoid conflicting situations
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UNIT 6.5 : Creative freedom
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be:
1. Improving innovative skills
2. Developing internal skills

6.5.1 Develop new ideas for work procedures

Figure: - 6.13 Avoid conflicting situations

Never work mechanically like a robot. Understand all the work instructions and procedures
thoroughly, analyze them and always find scope for improvement in a continuous manner. Follow the
Kaizen, quality circle, TQM, TPM, and other lean system to develop new ideas and work procedure.

6.5.2 Improve upon the existing techniques to increase
process efficiency
Give priority for attending to breaks and cops changing, reduce machine down time at the time of
count changes, break downs, etc., pay attention to the effectiveness of waste suction. OHTC suction,
exhaust suction, department ambient conditions (dry bulb, wet bulb, RH %), etc., and ensure good
working conditions to achieve maximum ring frame efficiency, high productivity and good quality.
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6.5.3 Avoid conflicting situations
Never argue with the co-workers and result in conflicts and even if the points raised by them are not
correct or not acceptable or against the rules and regulations of the company, counsel them properly if
necessary with the help of the colleagues or superiors and maintain cordial relationship with all the
people in the organization.

!

Explain important requirements of machine operator for working in team
Try to understand the behavior of other/co-workers and behave accordingly, Cheer co-workers even if
they done normal work, do not use hard words if they did some errors, do not discuss one’s personal
matters to others in his absence avoid teasing co-workers
The success of team working depends on the characteristics of the team members such as
Commitment and trust, effective communication, adaptability and creativity. These entire factors
helps operator to communicate with each other with sufficient trust and adaptability to smart work
which gives very effective outcome to the organization.
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7. Maintain Health,
Safety And Security
At Work Place
Unit 7.1 – Maintain health, safety and security at work
place
Unit 7.2 – Safety for Man and Industry Health
Unit 7.3 – Safety for Material and Machine
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At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Explain, what safety means
2. Describe the necessities of safety at work place
3. Understand what is safety for man
4. Discuss role of safety in industry
5. Explain safety for material and machine
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UNIT 7.1: Importance of Safety and Security at Work Place
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.

Explain, what safety means
Describe the necessities of safety at work place

Safety is the state of being “safe”, the condition of being protected against physical, social , spiritual,
financial , political, emotional , occupational , psychological , educational or other types of
consequences of failure, damage , error , accidents, harm or any other event which could be
considered non – desirable. This can take the form of being protected from the event or from the
exposure to something that causes health or economic losses. It can include protection of people or of
professions.

7.1.1 What Safety Means ?
Ø
Safety means a complete understanding of your work and knowledge of every step that must

be taken and the realization that mistake could be costly to yourself and to the company
Ø
Safety means good judgment. Never rely on luck; always be prepared to cope up with
unexpected situations and being alert when following your routine.

Figure: - 7.1 Necessities of safety at work place

Ø
Safety means consideration for the family that depends on you, for the company that gives

employment to you and for your welfare.
Ø
Safety means remembering safety rules set up by your company and applying them at every
minute when you are on the job.

Tips

!

What safety means, explain necessities of safety at work place?
Think about this. What do you think Safety is for a stenter operator?
Safety means the state of being “safe”, the condition of being protected against several adverse
conditions. While working as a stenter operator you should ensure that you, machine, material and
other team members are safe. It stands for being protected from the event or from the exposure to
something that causes health or economic losses. It mainly includes protection of people or of
professions and goods of high values.
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UNIT 7.2: Safety for Man and Industry Health
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.

Understand what is safety for man
Discuss role of safety in industry

7.2.1 SAFETY FOR MAN:Ø
Follow all safety rules of the company
Ø
Not wear loose clothes , ornaments like ring , chain etc., while working on m/c
Ø
Not to touch the gearing or rotating part of m/c.
Ø
Not to keep any m/c’s cover or guards open
Ø
Not to keep any unwanted parts in the department
Ø
To use proper tools for doing tasks
Ø
Use gum boots, face masks, ear plugs, eye goggle, hand glows wherever applicable suitably
Ø
Be careful when passing nearby hot thermo pack oil line, steam line, hot water, any rotating

part of m/c, chemical store.
Ø
To know basic knowledge of first aid box usage
Ø
Immediately clean the area of water, oil and any chemicals spillage
Ø
Running in the department is not allowed

Figure: - 7.2 Entanglement hazard

Figure: - 7.3 Crush hazard
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Figure: - 7.4 Rotary shaft hazard

Figure: - 7.5 Chemical hazard

7.2.2 Industrial Safety:Industrial safety in the context of occupational safety and health refers to the management of all
operations and events within an industry, for protecting its employees and assets by minimizing
hazards, risks, accidents and near misses.

Figure: - 7.6 Industrial safety

The relevant laws, compliances and best practices in the industry have most of the issues addressed for
the best protection possible. Employers are to make sure that these are strictly adhered to have
maximum safety.

Tips

!

Explain safety for man and industry?
Think about this. Why do you think Safety is necessary for man and industry?
While working as a stenter operator you should ensure that you, machine, material and other team
members are safe. Man safety is above to all the other safety parameters. Ensure working practice of
all working member on machine to avoid harmful accident in your working area and industry. Protect
employees and assets by following all safety rules of the company.
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UNIT 7.3: Safety for Material and Machine
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Explain safety for material and machine

8.3.1 Safety for Material and Machine:Ø
Do not throw any material on floor
Ø
Keep the material at its respective and designated place / trolley / batch.
Ø
Ensure that material is kept away from electrical switch board, live steam , leaking water

line , direct sun light etc.
Ø
Do not overload any trolley / batch / container beyond its capacity
Ø
All the materials shall be covered properly.
Ø
Follow the material coding and identification and do not mix with each other.
Ø
Ensure for the cleanliness for your hands before touching the material directly

Table: - 7.1 Safety for material and machine

Keep materials covered properly

Keep goods and chemical in designated places
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Cover machine guards and keep it dust free

keep machine surrounding clean

Ø
Keep the machine guards covered and always keep the machine clean and dust free.
Ø
Ensure that all the utility pipeline like water , gas, steam and oil are not leaking

Table: - 7.2 Energy and Utility control
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Ø
All the hot utility pipelines shall be lagged in by insulation/heat proof material
Ø
If any utility (like water, gas, steam, oil) pipe line is leaking above the machine or

surrounding to m/c, immediately get it repaired.
Ø
Do not keep electrical joints in cabling system of machine and ensure that cabling system

is away from water
Ø
Ensure proper oiling and greasing of the applicable machine parts.

Tips

!

What is safety for material and machine?
Think about this. While working as a stenter operator you should ensure that machine, material safety
by not letting material on the dirty floor, keeping the material at its respective and designated place /
trolley / batch under cover. Ensure that material is kept away from electrical switch board, live steam,
leaking water line , direct sun light etc. Check proper oiling and greasing of the applicable machine
parts. Keep the machine guards covered and always clean and dust free. Ensure that the entire utility
pipeline like water, gas, steam and oil are not leaking, and many more.
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UNIT 7.4: Emergency Response Training and Recognizing
the Hazards
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Develop ability to recognize the hazards
2. Knowing the different kind hazards will occur with respect to the machine & work place

7.4.1 Undertake First Aid, Fire-fighting and Emergency
Response Training, if asked to Do So.
Table: - 7.3 Fire-fighting and emergency response

Alert co-workers and use appropriate fire extinguishers in case of fire. In case of accident,
immediately switch off the power and machine and help the victim and give first aid. Report to the
superior as soon as possible. Blow the alarm in case of major incident.
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7.4.2 Follow Organization Procedures for Shutdown and
Evacuation when required
Table: - 7.4 Emergency response

Emergency alarm switch

Ø
Use the
Ø
Alert

Emergency Exit

alarm switch to aware people working inside the mill about the circumstances.

all the fellow workers and guide them evacuate in case of emergency and major fire.

Ø
Use the

emergency exit to get outside the mill immediately when the conditions go out
of control

Table: - 7.4 Fire extinguishing equipment
Some of the fire extinguishing equipment used in the textile mills

Fire extinguisher

Water hose
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7.4.3 Identify Different Kinds of Possible Hazards

Figure: - 7.7 Industrial possible hazards

Identify if any things as unsafe such as electrical wiring problems, fire smoke, abnormal noise and
sound produced by machine, damaged equipment’s, damaged floor surface, damaged exhaust grill,
working without safeguard provided by the mills, etc., and report to the respective person to take
necessary action.
Recognize different measures to curb the hazards

Table: - 7.5 Electrical hazards

Electrical wiring problems – if any electrical
wires are running near the path way or
unprotected form immediately take action
to rid of it through electrical supervisor/
engineer.

Fire smoke – If you feel odor or smoke of a possible fire, locate the exact place where it arises and
report to the concerned person/fire fighter immediately to arrest it.
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Figure: - 7.8 Electrical hazards

Ø
Abnormal noise and vibrations produced by machine–identify the root cause and report to

the concerned person
Ø
Check out for damaged equipment, damaged floor surface & damaged exhaust grill and

report to your supervisor to take corrective action.
Ø
Note down the exact area of floor that is damaged and report to the superior and ensure

that it is corrected
Ø
Note down the damaged equipment/exhaust grill (mention trolley no. & kind of problem)

and report to the superior and get it repaired
Ø
Do not work without safeguard provided by the mills. If colleagues are found working

without the safe guards, counsel them properly to work safely.

Tips

!

Explain how to recognize hazards and what is its emergency response?
Think about this.

1.

Hazards recognize

List out different kinds of possible hazards
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1. Hazard control
What are different measures to curb the hazards?
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8. Comply with Industry
and Organizational
requirements
Unit 8.1 – Self-development
Unit 8.2 – Team work
Unit 8.3 – Organisational standards
Unit 8.4 – Industry standards
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At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Know about org0anizational and industry standards
2. Know the requirements for self-development
3. Gain knowledge on Organizational & Industry standards
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UNIT 8.1: Self- Development

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Identifying our own strength and use wherever required
2. Develop thinking capability and try for new/best ideas

Figure: - 8.1 Goal achievement

8.1.1 Perform own duties effectively

Figure: - 8.2 Perform own duties effectively
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Understand the rules and regulations specified in the standing order applicable to the mills and follow
them properly right from reporting for duty, performing the duties, taking lunch interval, use of
canteen, use of toilets, taking charge and handing over charge of the work, leaving the work premises,
availing leave, weekly off, following safety instructions, etc.

8.1.2 Take responsibility for own actions

Figure: - 8.3 Responsibility and actions

Not to violate safety regulations, do not fail to wear personal protective equipment while working in
the shop floor. Also take the responsibility of maintaining the machine always in effective working
condition. Not violate the disciplinary procedures and follow the code of conduct.

8.1.3 Be accountable towards the job role and assigned
duties
As an stenter operator, perform the machine operating jobs as specified, maintain the working
performance of the assigned lots, minimize waste generation, good quality of finishing and other
processes on stenter machine, etc.
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8.1.4 Take initiative and innovate the existing methods

Figure: - 8.4 Initiatives for innovations

Take active part in the lean management systems such as 5S, Quality Circles, Kaizen, TPM, TQM, etc.,
and make continuous improvements.

8.1.5 Focus on self-learning and improvement

Figure: - 8.5 Self-learning and improvement

Constantly interact with the superiors and skill development department and take initiative for
improving the work and safety knowledge. Also make efforts to simplify the work methods and
systems to reduce strain, improve quality and productivity.
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UNIT: 8.2: Team Work
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Developing team working skills
2. Able to handle co-workers/team members and achieving the goal without hurting them

8.2.1 Co-ordinate with all the team members and colleagues

Figure: - 8.6 Co-ordinate in the team

Extend full cooperation whenever undertake some projects for making improvements in the Finishing
department relating to productivity, quality, safety, cost reduction, etc. Also co-ordinate with the team
members to make continual improvement. Have interaction and develop the knowledge of all the
team members. Constantly motivate the team members and colleagues to making improvement,
following safe work practices, eliminating wastes as per lean system, etc.
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8.2.2 Communicate politely

Figure: - 8.7 Communicate politely

Follow the company standing order procedures and report to the superiors whenever required.
Constantly get instructions from the superiors regarding the change in the working and process
conditions and follow correct work procedures. For example, at the time of count change, follow all the
work instructions given by the superiors and make necessary changes in the machine process and
settings. Follow proper identification system. Report about the daily production, waste generation,
quality problem, machine performance condition, break down, etc., to the superiors and take
appropriate instructions.

8.2.3 Avoid conflicts and miscommunication
Understand the work instructions and other communications properly and avoid conflicts and
miscommunication.
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UNIT 8.3: Organisational Standards

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Knowing the organizational standards

8.3.1 Know the organizational standards
Collect all the information relating to the organization, procedures, rules and regulations including the
standing orders, job description, standard operating procedures, counts processed, process
parameters, working conditions, etc., and understand them properly by constantly interacting with
the superiors and colleagues.

8.3.2 Implement them in your performance
Follow all work instructions and company rules and regulations relating to working hours, shift timing,
reporting for duty, handing over charge, following safety procedures, giving the specified production,
improving productivity, controlling waste, etc.

8.3.3 Motivate others to follow them
Observe the performance and behavior of the colleagues and others inside the factory and motivate
them to follow the rules and regulations, work instructions, safety practices, etc., bring to their notice
immediately whenever there is any violation or deviation and motivate them follow the organizational
standards.
Extend full cooperation whenever undertake some projects for making improvements in the ring
spinning department relating to productivity, quality, safety, cost reduction, etc. Also co-ordinate with
the team members to make continual improvement. Have interaction and develop the knowledge of
all the team members. Constantly motivate the team members and colleagues to making
improvement, following safe work practices, eliminating wastes as per lean system, etc.
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UNIT 8.4 : Industry standards
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Knowing the industry standards
2. Able to follow the standards

8.4.1 Know the industry standards
Aware of the industry standard like quality and maintenance standards published by the Textile
Research Associations, code conducts published by employers’ organizations, labor’s legislations of
State and Central Government, safety standards of inspector of factories, fire precautions, firefighting,
first aid, ISO standards, environment standards, National Occupations Standards, etc., and follow them
properly.

8.4.2 Align them with organization standards
Understand all the industry standards stated under 8.4.1 and also the relevant standards of the textile
unit which might vary depending upon the location, machinery condition, material processed, working
environment, etc. Align both the standards, understand them properly and follow them as per the
instructions of the superiors.
Collect all the information relating to the organization, procedures, rules and regulations including the
standing orders, job description, standard operating procedures, counts processed, process
parameters, working conditions, etc., and understand them properly by constantly interacting with
the superiors and colleagues.

Tips

!

Explain factors complying with organization Requirement in detail?
What are the important factors complying with industry requirements? Learn and understand from
your trainer, supervisor and co- workers. Ask questions, and carefully look at functions of the machines
and its working. Participate in job training for your self-development. Also study the requirements and
standards of your organization and ensure your work in line with other team member’s work. Interact
with superiors to aware about the standards, Develop personal and soft skills
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